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The age old question- what is the best way to lose weight? What should I eat for 
optimal health? Etc., etc. I personally love this question because I have so much 
fun exposing the frauds and total nonsense that is out there. Another reason I have 
so much fun on this topic is because when you look at the complete issue from an 
IBMS perspective, you see how completely absurd all the fads, promises, gim-
micks, really are! 

So, the million-dollar question- what is the best way to lose weight and look like 
a super model? Well, if  you would like to look like a super model, you could eat 
cotton balls instead of  food, and become bulimic, and voila! You too can look like 
a super model! Dark circles under the eyes, dead looking skin from major malnutri-
tion- how wonderful! In today’s world of  Social Media stars, and celebrity role 
models, people, women and young girls in particular have taken on a perceived no-
tion of  what people should look like, and have fallen for the ‘hype’ around celebri-
ties. Many people think they are models, actors, or celebrities because of  their ‘tal-
ents’ or appearance, but if  you have ever heard our dear friend Jessie speak (his 
books are also on the members’ website), you will know their role or position has 
nothing to do with their ‘talents or appearance’. Thus said, they should not be idol-
ized for their appearance, and is only a brainwashing technique used to destroy 
the individual self, and self-confidence of  people. This can be often seen with ce-
lebrities promoting a ‘weight loss tea’ or they have their own diet plan...Be espe-
cially mindful not to fall for the trick of  the “Agenda 21” plan- never addressing 
the root cause, which of  course, the celebrity endorsed tea does not address- at all! 
Not to digress too far, but the New World Order plan is to make sure that the peo-
ple like you and me fall for the hype created around celebrities, so we then put 
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them on a pedestal, idolize them, trust them, and fall for their ‘solutions’ like fit-
ness tea and workout programs. I bring this point up first because I hear so often 
women saying ‘I want to look like (fill in the blank- Kim Kardashian, Kylie Jenner, 
Beyoncé, etc.) This is absurd because first of  all, the side the public sees is a far cry 
from reality, and if  you really think about what an insult to God this really is! We 
are created in the likeness of  God (or whatever you believe in) and to believe that 
God could make a mistake in creation is a total insult. Look at how PERFECT na-
ture is- why is it that for every illness, there is a plant, usually native to the local 
area where illness occurs, that is often the cure. Look how the entire ecosystem 
works together- how the algae and plankton have an impact on the top of  the food 
chain. We just often forget that we are part of  nature, too. So to think that we 
should look like something other than what God created, is an insult to the entire 
existence of  nature. And even if  you do go to Dr. Frankenstein to be recreated to 
look like your ‘idea of  perfect’ you will still never truly be happy because this 
method of  trying to look like someone else or something from the outside simply 
does not work.The real question you should ask yourself  is what do I want to look 
and feel like, in a realistic manner...based on your body structure, current weight, 
health issues, etc. 

Ok, now that we understand we have to set our priorities and goals for our individ-
ual self, not some Hollywood fantasy, let’s move on to the next point. 

What to eat to lose weight. Oh boy, I really love this one. Again, you could go 
for the super model look- a highly deprived- of- life diet, and eat cotton balls. Yes, 
you will lose weight! You could eat a 500 calorie per day diet. You could do the 
Soup Diet, which actually does work but I will explain this later. You could work 
out in a sauna suit, and potentially die from dehydration or overheating. There are 
thousands of  things you could do, which is why I believe so many people give up 
or do not start a diet to begin with. There is so much information (or misinforma-
tion) out there and all claim their diet is the best! Now, we have come to a point 
where nobody can trust or believe anything and most people are tired of  wasting 
their money on yet another broken promise. Eye Roll. 

What EVERY SINGLE program fails to do, except for the IBMS System, is to 
identify why you are unhappy, unhealthy, or overweight in the first place. To me, I 
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do not want to put in sooooo much effort to lose 10 pounds, only to have to stress 
out and worry that I gain it right back, which is also a waste of  time and money. I 
consider this no solution at all. So first, WHY are you (fill in the blank)? (Example: 
fat, unhealthy, no energy, health problems). You must identify the problem before 
you can ultimately solve it. Again, I emphasize that you must look at your individ-
ual needs, something that no diet, or diet plan remotely considers. Let’s take a look 
at some common reasons why people are overweight. Usually these problems, or 
bad habits, are stress based. For example, people that overeat even once they are 
full, or people that eat even when they are not hungry...this could also be a self-
destructive behavioral pattern. Some are learned behaviors like eating everything 
on your plate because your parents told you to eat everything on your 
plate...instead of  eating until you are full and stopping. For example, a friend of  
my parents, was always extremely overweight. Let’s call him Joe. Growing up, Joe 
was always overweight, yet, he was always trying to lose weight, and always on a 
diet. Sometimes he was successful in losing some weight, but he was never healthy. 
Of  course, the doctors always told him it was the metabolism, it was high triglyc-
erides, or some other large word, and gave him some new pill to take. Oh, and 
watch the sugar and carbohydrate intake. BLAH, BLAH, BLAH! Looking back at 
it, Joe was self-employed and in the construction business. If  anyone knows this 
business, at least in the US, this is an industry known for the contractors screwing 
over their customers. I will safely assume, he was no saint and there were a few 
people that would like to get even with him. Next, he was unhappily married- he 
was known for cheating on his wife, but covering it up of  course. He was also Jew-
ish, which made his marriage an even more stressful situation considering the ex-
tremely limited amount of  people in the Jewish community, who would likely dis-
own him for partaking in such an unholy activity. Let alone what the children, em-
ployees, school teachers, etc. would think! The fact alone that he was Jewish could 
have contributed to his stress, since most people where I grew up were not Jewish, 
and maybe Joe felt like he was an outsider. So, considering the stress of  covering 
up and faking his entire life to the public, putting on a show of  the nice, perfect, 
Jewish guy, with the perfect little family, was a major emotional undertaking. It is 
no wonder that he could not live with the lies, to himself  and others. Many people 
that are chronic liars create an ‘armor of  fat’ to shield themselves from being 
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exposed...so tell me, what diet can fix the character flaw of  being a liar and a 
hoax? Other people often create this ‘armor of  fat’ due to insecurities or traumas 
like rape. 

Ok, you may be feeling a little overwhelmed and intimidated, but fear not be-
cause the IBMS System is here to help you to reach your goals. Ask yourself  these 
questions, really think about them, and write down your answers. Come back to 
them a few days later, and see if  you feel the same way and add to the answers as 
needed. Even if  you do not come up with any definite answers, that is ok, they will 
come. It can be in 1 day or in 1 month, all that matters is that you start some-
where. 

Why am I fat? How did I make myself  fat? What advantages did I get out of  be-
ing fat? When did this issue begin and what circumstances also happened at this 
time or 18-20 months prior?

If  I don’t change, what negative things happen to my relationships, career, 
health, quality of  life, happiness? What do I lose by being unhealthy, overweight?

Alternatively, it may just be that you went on a wonderful vacation and gained 
weight from all the good food, and just can’t seem to get it off. There is help for 
you too!

Ok, now that you are on your way to identifying the root cause, we can now 
take a look at the diet aspect. As you can imagine, this is where most of  the brain-
washing and misinformation happens...because we all know Beyoncé did not just 
‘wake up like this’!! 

First of  all, as mentioned before, everyone has different needs, strengths, and 
weaknesses. I would suggest in general to start any weight loss effort with some 
form of  detoxification. Whether a juice fast (just remember for a juice fast to only 
combine fruits with fruits, vegetables with vegetables, and melons alone. The only 
exceptions are lemons and apples- they can be juiced with fruits or vegetables) or 
the Detox program from the www.ibmschampionsline.com . This is critical be-
cause it is imperative your body’s organs are performing at optimal levels. It is im-
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portant to get the body alkaline because an acidic body cannot lose weight in a 
healthy way. From personal experience, this is where my weight loss began. The 
next thing I would suggest is to try to eat/drink only as organic and Non-GMO as 
possible. 

Now as for an actual diet, there are only a few that I think actually work. The 
Soup Diet (available on the Members-only website) is a great way to periodically 
detoxify, but also lose weight quickly. This diet is recommended to be done only 1 
week at a time. Most people lose anywhere from 7-13 pounds in one week. This IS 
NOT a lifestyle plan. For a more healing diet, I would suggest a raw food diet. 
Many people with bowel issues, toxemia/acidosis, and diabetes benefit greatly 
from a raw food diet. Of  course, you can supplement this diet with a baked potato 
or cooked vegetables when you need something warm. 

	 The next question I get frequently is what to eat, or how to eat for general 
health. The problem is that I have no idea what to tell anyone to eat! How could I 
know?! If  I tell you that you should eat a spoonful of  sauerkraut 3 times per day 
for a healthy gut, but I do not know that you have stomach ulcers, we have a slight 
problem! This is where YOUR instinct comes in... because if  you do have stomach 
ulcers, the thought of  sauerkraut probably makes you nauseous. Also too, if  you 
do a detoxification program, you will quickly learn about cravings and your in-
stinct. If  you have ever been pregnant, you understand that cravings happen for a 
reason! When I finished my first juice fast, I began to crave avocados like crazy! I 
never ate avocados or guacamole in my life- and I was 19 at the time. But, I was 
suddenly OBSESSED with avocados. At first, I would eat about 4 avocados per 
day, and then for the next few years I ate at least 1-2 avocados per day, without 
fail. I immediately began to research the benefits of  avocados because I knew that 
my cravings had a reason. Then, with every little craving I had (and cravings for 
candy do not count!) I would look up the benefits of  what I craved and I soon be-
gan to put the pieces of  the puzzle together. Most importantly, though, I learned 
to trust my instinct. The more you use and listen to your instinct, the stronger it 
gets. You will find yourself  more in sync with nature. My biggest piece of  advice is 
to listen and act on your cravings and never have a set eating habit or schedule. 
For example, I personally do not believe in things like “every Friday we eat XYZ.” 
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Nor do I believe in eating meals at certain times or “portion control”. I know for 
many people this is unavoidable, but this habit tends to create improper eating hab-
its like eating when you are not hungry, or not eating when you are hungry. I do 
understand if  this is unavoidable for some people, so you have to make it work for 
you. When I was in school, I would always take a snack, usually one salty and one 
sweet...because you never know what you will want! I am sure you will find a way 
to make any changes you feel that you need to.

Simply put, eat what you want, when you want it...as long as it is organic and 
non-GMO, and stop eating when you are full. One thing to keep in mind is that 
thirst is very often mistaken for hunger. Try drinking a large glass of  water before 
meals and maybe that could help you eat less, if  overeating is an issue for you. If  
you need to recondition yourself  to stop eating when you are full, I would suggest 
to start with portion sizes that you are used to. Be mindful to eat slower and to 
chew your food longer. When you are halfway finished (whatever your idea of  half  
is) with the meal, stop and just take a break. Sip some hot tea (hot tea is great to 
drink with meals for digestion) and just relax. If  after about 5 minutes or so you 
are still hungry, continue to eat, still mindful of  eating slowly and chewing well. 
This is also a good time to revisit the questions from earlier (why am I fat?)

The most important part is to eat food that tastes good and that you like. Peo-
ple have been trained to believe that delicious food is unhealthy and makes you fat. 
This is completely false!! I explain why in my ‘Food Does Not Make you Fat’ article. 
For example, pizza does not have to be unhealthy. Ok, it may not be as healthy as 
a glass of  juiced greens, but we have to remain realistic at the same time. So 
choose to make an organic pizza, or find a restaurant that uses fresh, quality ingre-
dients. Eat a slice of  pizza with a fresh salad to balance it out. The point is quality, 
though, because real food can be digested, absorbed for nutrients and energy, and 
used by the body, whereas chemicals in the ‘food’, cannot. And, as long as you do 
not overeat, there should be no digestion issues...unless of  course you are lactose 
intolerant, in that case, stay away from pizza! 

The next topic...Exercise! This is a subject that I am really passionate about be-
cause I have tried just about everything and I love fitness! Since I was a teenager, I 
habitually was in the gym. As a teenager, I never had intense pain or many physi-
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cal limitations. This quickly changed when I was in a terrible car wreck when I 
was 17. Since then, I had to have a total new outlook on fitness. It evolved into a 
way to stay pain-free and to keep my muscles strong to prevent further injury, in-
stead of  going for the super defined muscle look, that generally requires much 
more strenuous workouts. I used to lift weights, which was a breeze before the car 
wreck, but afterwards, it took longer to recover and became harder to stay in the 
habit. I needed to find a solution that worked for MY needs. And ultimately, this is 
what you will have to do too. I can tell you from my experience everyone that went 
to school for personal training will give you a textbook, standardized work-out pro-
gram, mixed with a little hot new workout trend, and a few modifications based on 
your capabilities. These ‘modifications’ are essentially what they advertise as a ‘cus-
tomized’ workout program. WHAT A LOAD OF CRAP!!! One time I really went 
off  on someone (a trainer) that tried to tell me how I need to work out to speed up 
results. (How did this person even know what results I wanted?!) This is what hap-
pens when people assume they know everything about everything, and get in other 
people’s business. Maybe I was in the gym to de-stress, or to sweat out all the tox-
ins from my many years of  taking prescriptions...the audacity of  some people! Ok, 
rant over. Back to personal trainers...Wait, no, the rant is not over. The next thing 
these people do is tell you to drink protein shakes! Oh lord, one time I did this and 
I seriously cannot handle protein like that. I had a stomach ache for 3 hours and it 
felt like I had a brick in my belly- it was awful! Every time I increased protein in 
my diet like chicken or turkey, in combination with working out, I gained weight 
and lost muscle definition. So, back to square one- I felt so helpless. What I 
learned from Dr. C, who is the only person I have ever gotten solid answers from, 
is that once I detoxified (he looked at my individual situation), the fitness aspect 
would fall into place. It did fall into place...I detoxified, exercised in a gentle way 
that was safe for MY limitations, and I ate a diet that was beneficial for detoxifica-
tion- a lot of  fresh fruits and vegetables, smoothies, juices, very little meat, but 
plenty of  eggs, and non-dairy milk. Again, I have to stress the importance of  tak-
ing care of  your individual needs and goals. For example, I did not want big, bulky 
looking muscles, so I found it best to not lift heavy weights. Using 1-3 pound 
weights has been very effective for me, and much easier on my joints. I also really 
like using resistance bands, for muscle toning and for stretching. I absolutely love 
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yoga balls! They are also great to sit on. People always make fun of  my yoga-ball 
chair, but it is a really great investment for $70! It would also be great for IBMS 
Coaches to use while working with clients. One thing I think everyone needs and 
can benefit from is a rebounder- bounce on the trampoline without your feet leav-
ing the mat, and do this for 7 minutes. If  you need extra balance, use a chair, or 
have a friend help you. This can actually aid in weight loss, especially for women.

In summary, the first step is to have a realistic view of  what you want to look 
like or change about your current situation. Many people set ridiculous goals, like 
looking like someone else, and of  course, fail, then feel like a loser. This is an exam-
ple of  a worthless goal because it is not even possible to attain, so set a realistic 
goal based on YOU! Identify the root cause of  your problem. Believe me, this will 
expedite the process of  reaching your goals. Yes, sometimes it is hard to face the 
truth and accept things we had done or experienced, but overcoming it opens up 
doors to greatness, independence, and happiness. Learn to use and trust YOUR 
instinct, and you will soon realize how much power you truly have! You will learn 
that YOU have the answers, YOU know what is best for YOU. Find a diet or a life-
style that works for your body type. A diet or lifestyle that gives you energy, makes 
you happy- not a brick in your belly! Choose a workout regimen that is fun, just 
start something. Whether you and your best friend walk 3 times a week, or you 
have your own private work out studio. Maybe you like intense cardio machines, 
or heavy weights- do what makes you happy and makes your body feel good. You 
can only figure this out by trying different things, using your instinct and listening 
to your body. Pay attention to how you feel after eating or when grocery shopping. 
If  you have a bad gut feeling about the broccoli, do not even bother! You have 
these feelings for a reason, and they are to protect you. 

Again, there is no program I know of  that can offer anything more than the 
‘band-aid’ approach, aside from the IBMS® System. No diet plan or fitness pro-
gram looks at any underlying issues as to why you may need help in the first place, 
which you must address to reach results. And what works for me may not work for 
you. As much as I love Dr. C, he is more of  a ‘let’s hit the punching bag’ kind of  
guy, where I really enjoy deep stretches with my yoga ball- this is a perfect example 
of  how people are different and need different things to feel good. At the end of  
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the day, it does not really matter what people do to feel good or be healthy, as long 
as the end result is feeling good and healthy! The result is what counts, and every-
one has their own path to results.

As you can imagine, there is no magic pill. Illness (or any other negative out-
come in your life) is not something that just happened, it was created. Created by 
us, by living a life we know is wrong, staying in a relationship or at a job we know 
is wrong, or whatever the case may be. Life happens. We all have to take responsi-
bility for our life, and sometimes it is not easy, but it can be done, I promise you! 
We have to look within for the answers and become our own version of  a magic 
pill! 

I write this 2 weeks away from Christmas, a time where many people may be 
contemplating a lifestyle change, or planning their New Year Resolutions to lose 
weight, so I truly hope this ‘mini-book’ has helped someone. Of  course, if  you 
have questions or need help, please feel free to email me at ibms@startmail.com

Much love, 

Miss Amy
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